This article was written in 1897 during
the first wave of "conservation" in America. McBride notes many problems facing

Forests
in Iowa
by Thomas H. MacBride

S

is well

known,

Iowa was

a prairie
State. essentially
There were
Awhen
first settled

wooded

areas,

but

these

were

generally disconnected and limited
to particular regions, such as the
banks of the perennial streams, clay
hills, sandy and rocky ridges. The

spread of timber was prevented by
prairie-fires. Where the grass was
heavy these were excessively hot, so
that trees could maintain themselves
only where the grass was scanty; that

lowans as acres were converted from
woodlands to pasture and cultivation. ln
only a decade they hoped for a great improvement in lowans' sentiment towards
forest maintenance and preservation. lt
has been 84 years and the fight continues.-.

twenty-five years succeeding 1850
became totally changed. What was
called "second-growth" sprang up
everywhere. The old trees were soon
completely lost in the crowded ranks
of their descendants, which, unvexed
by fire, and mutually assistant, grew
with amazing rapidity, so that it was a

common and true remark among men
long resident in the state that there
were in Iowa more trees than ever
before. The fact before mentioned
that the trees were confined to inferior soil tended in the same direc=
tion, and the woodlands of Iowa, un-

disturbed, and reckoned worthless,
fortunate condition of affairs until a

is, where the soil was thin or barren.

few years ago. From about 1878 on,

Moreover, the trees were for the most
part scattered. As far as trees were
concerned, one could drive or ride
anywhere
through
the
primeval
woods of Iowa, except, perhaps, immediately along the borders of
streams. The greater number of the
trees were old; they were low, often
scrubby, storm-tossed, often scarred

the rise in the value of agricultural

by fire, of little value. ln fact, it is

believed by some that prior to 1850
the forest in Iowa, such as it was, was
actually retreating, dying out, before
the stress of fire and storm.
However this may be, it is certain
that the coming of civilization by
checking prairie fires was for Iowa

woodland immediately and greatly
advantageous. True, there was immediate demand for lumber and fuel.
The earlier laws compelled the settler
to fence against all the cattle of the
prairie, and the primeval trees furnished his only material. But in those
days water power furnished the only
energy for driving the saw; mill sites
were far apart, and lumber-making
was slow. Moreover, in a very few
years, Mississippi rafts brought to
the shores of Iowa quantities of Minnesota pine, so cheap that it did not
pay to cut the native timber, and the
primeval oaks obtained unlooked-for

respite-a new lease of life. Those
that remained availed to furnish
seed, and under the new conditions

the forest began to spread, and in the
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lands, the increased demand for fuel,
and, above all, the invention of

barbed wire as a cheap and convenient fencing material, all combined
to the destruction of all hopes which

any may have fenced for pasture

that is otherwise worthless. The thin
deposit of rich soil caused by the
decay
of
leaves
through
long

preceding years soon washes off,
once the trees are removed, and the
land from which the farmer hoped at
least grass for his cattle washes after
a year or two in gullies, whitens to

bare rock, or at most grows up in
thistles and weeds that can thrive in
the most inhospitable localities. Added to these unfortunate conditions,

we must record the fact that the past
few years in Iowa have been seasons
of remarkable drought-a drought so
severe as to destroy, not tillage crops
only, but in some places indigenous
vegetation of every description. Even
arboreous plants did not escape. Our

native forest trees-oaks, hickories,
ashes-have been killed in midsummer, hundreds of them, particularly
the "second-growth" by the general
deficiency
of
moisture.
Taken
altogether, the prospect for our Iowa
woods is discouraging in the extreme. The only hope of preserving

fields; when the trees were cut off
herds of cattle prevented forest
renewal. About the same time the

any of our primitive forest area lies in

rapidly rising price of Minnesota pine

the

reached a point where it once more
became profitable to saw native

telligent sentiment of our people.
This is the more difficult from the

lumber, especially by aid of the portable steam sawmill; so that all the

fact that lowans are accustomed to
boast that every acre of Iowa land

old trees have at last been cut off and
sawed up into bridge lumber and
railroad ties; and the prospects now
are that within a few years every

may be made subject to tillage. This,
of course, is not true, There are
thousands of acres that should never
be tilled at all. Nevertheless, there
are many men ready to try the experiment, as if to make good the supposedly patriotic boast. lf the woods

vestige of Iowa woodland will be converted to agricultural use. Much as

we deplore the loss of our forest,
with all its beneficent influence, with
all that it contributes to human weal,

possibility

of

stirring

the

in-

are all swept away, the time will pro-

bably soon come when much of the
the case would not be so utterly bad
land they cover will be re-forested,
were it true that the removal of the
but by herculean labor.
forest gave place to other valuable
As an offset to this somewhat
harvest. This is, indeed, true in some hopeless, or, at least, despondent
side of the picture, it may be said that
places. The rich bottom-lands when
cleared make_in some localities fine
there are today in Iowa thousands
farms, and the gentler slopes among upon thousands of groves planted by
tamers for the protection and shelter
the hills of sand and loess make fine
blue-grass pastures, but in the 'vast of their homesteads. The groves are
majority of cases neither of these
generally of comparatively worthless
conditions obtains. The woods cover
species of trees, but, nevertheless,
rocky

knolls,

sand

hills,

steep

hillsides of yellow clay; in fact, land

continued on page 12
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over or in the earth. Harmony with
land is like harmony with a friend;
you cannot cherish his right hand
andchopoff his left....you cannot
love game and hate the predator. You

cannot conserve the waters and
waste the ranges. You cannot build
the forest and mine the farm. The
land is one organism. The competitions are as much a part of the inner
workings as the cooperations. You
canregulatethem....cautiously....

butyou cannotabolish them."
Almost without fail our past oversimplification of a complex problem
hasoften resulted in dealing withone
element of the problem at the sacrifice of other elements-imbalance!
Our efforts at forest management
and conservation in the Midwest
must be related to soil conservation,
agricultural

production,

wildlife

management,
water management,
and
economic
developmentbalance!
We need to recognize along with
other professions that our particular
discipline of forestry is only one factor in a package of factors. ln many
instances each discipline becomes
only a small factor in the midst of a

wide range of factors which come
together to form the complex system
of resource management or mis-management.
The educational and awareness efforts developed must portray this
complexity and interrelationship in
order
to
obtain
credibility
and
responsiveness by the individual and

by society. We should never attempt
to undersell an issue to the public.
Short term thinking needs to be

altered so today's decisions are considered not only in terms of today's
economic gain but of tomorrow's
economic needs.
An example of a public awareness
approach is the public service announcement on page 35 (one of
several developed by the Iowa
Natural
Heritage
Foundation)
prepared
for distribution
to
the
printed
media
throughout
Iowa.
Public service announcements are
only one element of a much broader
public awareness and educational
program developed
by the Iowa
Natural Heritage Foundation. Other
elements include: viscual public ser-

and awareness and educational efforts in motion, our attention can be
devoted to the development of optional methods of motivating the property holder to "save the forest
land". What we w"I really be doing, if
successful,
is
to
motivate
land

holders to become stewards of their
land and resources. Basic to this
aspect js the need to shift our
development of options from a single
issue approach to a broad resource
management concern and from a
short term economic perspective to
the long term economic consequences of continued mismanage-

government must be encouraged.
This takes a concentrated effort by
both

parties.

However, the private

sector appears ready to accept the

challenge. Government must also
respond in a positive manner.
(2) We must not be afraid to step
forward to try new approaches. The
aspect of failure must not be feared
but utilized as a way of improving on
ment.
lt is important that there be many the next approach developed.
"tools" to work with to meet the parGovernment and the private sector
ticular needs of society, landowners, must work towards defining its long
and the resources. Traditional ap- range goals for natural resources inproaches such as Casements, con- cluding forest areas. How many
venants, tax incentives (positive and acres of woodland are enough? What
negative), cost-share programs, zon- do we want this state to look like in
ing, land trusts and leases, and non- the year2050? lf goals are once defintraditional approaches-transfer of ed, specific programs can then be
development rights, land acquisition developed and maintained to attain
and resale with some of the rights these goals. These goals must be
altered,
and
product
consumer's dynamic. These goals should guide
agencies
or
Administrative
financing of conservation-need to the
be explored with greater vigor and branch of government. They should
with a positive attitude toward their also serve to guide the Legislative
branch of government, the public and
utilization.
the private sector.
Urgency is critical. lf we hesitate or
Summary
A clear definition of the problem, procrastinate over any of the outlined
initiation of awareness and educa- steps, the question of "saving our
tional efforts, and the active pursuit forests" becomes academic. Forestry in the Midwest is indeed an enof both traditional and non-traditional
conservation options are the basic in- dangered species. Unless we react
gredients for reversing current trends with a fervor and haste symbollic of
major disasters, the "species" may
in loss of forest land.
Two areas of caution-(1) There is quicklyapproach extinction.
I
a tendency to depend solely upon
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they keep ever before the minds of
our people the necessity and value of
vice announcements, conservation trees. Men who have labored hard to
eradicate every native oak, hickory,
education curriculum, publication of
walnut and maple from their prema
book
entitled
/owaJs
IVafura/
He,,-,age,
informational
dinners, ises have afterwards gone to the troubrochures, and a film "For Those ble to set out about their houses soft
maples and box-elders! The people
Who Follow".
mean well, but they are deplorably in
need of sound information. lt must
Conservation Options
be said also that there is among inWith the problem clearly stated
12

government. lt is not the job of
government alone. It is the job of
each one of us. The largest percentage of lands in the Midwest are
privately held; therefore, the need for
a shared
responsibility with
the
private sector. A partnership with

telligent citizens a growing interest
in our problem. Men are discussing
woodland reservations, rural parks,

water-courses and problems of water
supply as never before, and there is
no doubt that if this interest can be
maintained the next decade will
show great improvement in public
sentiment in Iowa in all that pertains

to forest maintenance and preservation.
I
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